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Australia’s Smallest Air Conditioning Unit Is Here
Perfect For Home Offices & Bedrooms

SYDNEY, Australia, 23 March 2021: Mitsubishi Electric Australia has announced the launch of
the MSZ-AP 15/20 Mini Series, the newest air conditioning system, designed for year round comfort
in small spaces.
The MSZ-AP 15/20 Mini Series is a sleek and compact wall-mounted split-system air conditioning
unit and has the smallest indoor unit dimensions in the Australian market at just 250 mm (h) x 760
mm (w). This size makes it perfect for installation above a door or window frame and the ideal
solution for a bedroom or home office.
Although the MSZ-AP15/20 was designed with smaller rooms in mind, the cooling output isn’t
compromised operating at 1.5 / 2.0 kw and delivers an effective cooling solution in a discrete unit.
Atesh Mani, National Product Manager at Mitsubishi Electric Australia, explained that the model’s
dimensions does not mean it lacks on performance.
‘Quite often you find Australians have units that are too large for their needs in their bedroom or
study, which is poor for system efficiency. Despite its compact design, the MSZ-AP Mini Series,
provides effective and targeted cooling in smaller rooms. This is ideal for when you only need to
cool one room at a time and to ensure year round comfort when you’re trying to sleep or work from
home,’ Atesh said.
‘The compact dimensions allow the indoor unit to be installed centred in the room, above a door or
window frames, instead of off to one side, which is the case for larger units. This flexibility in
installation position lends itself to more aesthetically pleasing room designs,’ Atesh continued.
Another key benefit of the MSZ-AP Mini series is that it requires less cleaning required due to
Dual Barrier Coating. This coating reduces dust and greasy dirt from collecting on its inner
surfaces, ensuring that those who instal it in their home will have a clean air conditioner yearround.

The MSZ-AP Mini Series can be controlled via Wi-Fi Control*1. This innovative technology
connects the Mitsubishi Electric air conditioner to the user’s smartphone, tablet or online account,
giving them the freedom to fully control each unit on-the-go via an internet connection, perfect for
when users want their room at the perfect temperature when they arrive home.

*1 Optional Wi-Fi adapter required per unit.
Requires an internet connection and the App downloaded on your smartphone or tablet with the latest operation system available.

Models:
● MSZ-AP15VGD-A 1.5 kW cooling / 1.7 kW heating – P.O.A. Available for multi split
connection only.
● MSZ-AP20VGD-A 2.0 kW cooling / 2.5 kW heating – RRP$1499
For further information on the Mitsubishi Electric MSZ-AP Mini Series, visit
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com.au/msz-ap-series-wall-mounted-air-conditioners.html
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